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The Facts 2020

Climate Change

EDITED BY JENNIFER MAROHASY

In Climate Change: The Facts 2020 scientists, economists and other experts 
critique current climate science and the failings of key national and global climate 
organisations while advancing our understanding of climate change.

Richard Lindzen, Geoffrey Duffy, Hendrik Svensmark and Peter Ridd focus on 
the physics of climate and the role of water vapour in the atmosphere. Their 
contributions point the way to a new, more coherent theory of climate.

In key chapters the cost of failed climate programs is explained, and institutional 
reforms and policy making truly based on evidence are advocated.

In a vital section on the biology, geology and temperature records of the north and 
south poles, Donna Laframboise, Susan Crockford, Howard Brady and Roy Spencer 
challenge the common narrative of runaway warming and stressed ecosystems.

FORMAT Paperback    ISBN 978-1-925984-94-1    RELEASED 8 October    PRICE $59.95

FORMAT Paperback    ISBN 978-1-922454-02-7    RELEASED 10 September    PRICE $24.95

Donald Trump and the Verdict of History

A Ridiculous Man

NORMAN ABJORENSEN

The election of Donald Trump as the 45th president of the United States in 
2016 was a pivotal moment not just for America but for the world. A celebrity 
rather than a politician, Trump promised to turn politics on its head – and 
he did. But was he an aberration or did he represent a continuity of forces 
already in play? Who was he, where did he come from, and what did he 
do? These are questions future historians will ask as they grapple with the 
meaning of Trump, the  implications of his presidency, and his place in 
history.



The Nautical School Ships 
Vernon & Sobraon

Like a Wicked Noah’s Ark

SARAH LUKE

Step back in time to 1860s Sydney, when ragged children 
populated the harbour city’s slums, picking pockets and 
scraping a living selling matches and watercress. Neglected 
youths formed the city’s gangs, thieving and assaulting the 
unwary. These ‘larrikins’ often ended up in gaol, and received 
a thorough criminal education from Fagin-esque professors 
of the art.

In 1867 a solution to this problem was found. Fitted out for the 
reception of New South Wales’ delinquent and abandoned 
boys, a Nautical School Ship was moored permanently within 
sight of Circular Quay on Sydney Harbour. The Colony’s prisons 
were drained of their young inmates, and they were herded 
together in their dozens – and later, hundreds – on board.

Like a Wicked Noah’s Ark is the full and close-up history of this 
ground-breaking experiment in juvenile reformation, which 
operated continuously until 1911 on the Vernon and Sobraon.

FORMAT Paperback    ISBN 978-1-922454-06-5    RELEASED 1 October    PRICE $44

Above
The ship’s population poses for a group photo

Above Right
The Nautical School Ship Vernon, anchored near  
Garden Island

Below Right
The Nautical School Ship Sobraon



FORMAT Paperback    ISBN 978-1-922454-04-1    RELEASED 15 October    PRICE $29.95

A Wedding Beneath 
a Banyan Tree

GANGA KUMAR POWELL

A rich tapestry of family history woven into the history of pre-
independence India. Ganga Kumar Powell navigates the 
by-ways and highways of her unconventional family story 
and the turbulent times, deftly joining the dots. Theosophy, 
with its subversive message of universal brotherhood, is 
a part of this story and the life of her family. Explorations 
into the political and social history of the times give the 
book depth alongside the colour, charm and intimacy of 
personal connections. Written with warmth and a light 
touch, this engaging account will appeal to readers from the 
subcontinent as well as Indophiles, armchair historians and 
genealogy buffs.

A Rich Tapestry of Family History

Top
Family photo of Jaya and Bhagat, with Yathi mama, his wife Lakshmi and 
son, Krishna, Pratap, and a family friend, circa 1935

Above
Attending a wedding in England, 1914, Bhagat is seated next to lady in chair

Left
Jaya, Bhagat, Ian and Ganga
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TITLE ISBN PRICE QTY

Climate Change 
The Facts 2020

978-1-925984-94-1 $59.95

A Ridiculous Man 
Donald Trump and the Verdict of History

978-1-922454-02-7 $24.95

Like a Wicked Noah’s Ark 
The Nautical School Ships Vernon & Sobraon

978-1-922454-06-5 $44

A Wedding Beneath a Banyan Tree 
A Rich Tapestry of Family History

978-1-922454-04-1 $29.95

Mental Health in the  
Times of the Pandemic 978-1-922454-05-8 $14.95

Mental Health in the 
Times of the Pandemic

PAUL VALENT

“The pandemic threw our world up in the air. We deal with 
the immediacy of survival. We try to orientate ourselves, but 
our minds are in a fog. We are captured by many feelings 
and sensations ...”

The purpose of this book is to help us make sense of the very 
wide mental health effects of this pandemic, and thereby to 
relieve distress and fashion a better future.

Paul Valent is an internationally renowned 
traumatologist with a background in Medicine, 
Psychiatry and Psychotherapy.

FORMAT Paperback    ISBN 978-1-922454-05-8    RELEASED 15 October    PRICE $14.95
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